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Model shown with optional equipment / White Pearl [W13]

1. Twin Motor 4WD and S-AWC
Separately mounted motors at the front and rear axles deliver 
incredibly responsive 4WD performance with S-AWC ensuring 
excellent driving stability and intuitive, linear handling.

2. 2.0-liter engine
The powerful, highly efficient engine minimizes CO2 emissions.

3. Generator
The high-performance generator transforms engine power into 
electricity to recharge the drive battery and assist the motors 
when needed.

4. Front Motor PDU & Rear EMCU
These intelligent control units contribute to heightened energy 
efficiency and optimal motor control with instant maximum torque 
that outperforms a 3.0-liter gasoline engine.

5. Drive battery
The battery is stored under the floor to maximize interior space 
and lower the center of gravity for improved safety and handling.

1. FRONT MOTOR

2. ENGINE

3. GENERATOR
4. FRONT PDU

(Power Drive Unit)

5. DRIVE BATTERY

4. REAR EMCU
(Electric Motor Control Unit)

1. REAR MOTOR

THERE’S MORE BEYOND DRIVING.
The world’s first plug-in hybrid SUV drives like no other car on the planet. Twin electric motors and a 
highly efficient gasoline engine optimize performance according to how you want to drive. It’s freedom. 
Smooth, quiet, cocooning comfort with abundant power to tackle off-road terrain with highly efficient 
purpose. Go beyond the boundaries of ordinary driving. There’s more to enjoy and discover.

Note: Equipment may vary by market. Please consult your local Mitsubishi Motors dealer/distributor for details.
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SMOOTH LINEAR RESPONSE
The OUTLANDER PHEV responds faithfully to every command to keep you in total control. 
Innovative Twin Motor 4WD teams with S-AWC to supply optimal torque and traction 
to each wheel, now with more responsive acceleration during EV driving. So you enjoy 
smooth, powerful acceleration and sure, stable handling in all road conditions.

Twin Motor 4WD

High-output motors separately mounted at the front and rear axles 
instantly supply torque on demand for incredibly responsive yet 
smooth 4WD performance.

Engine

Generator

Drive 
battery

Front motor

Rear motor

Rear: Motor drive Front: Motor drive

S-AWC (SUPER ALL WHEEL CONTROL)

This integrated control system, only available from Mitsubishi Motors, delivers 
incredible power and control. By optimally managing AYC (Active Yaw Control), 
ABS (Anti-lock braking system) and Active Stability Control (ASC) with Traction 
Control (TCL) — which now offers enhanced traction on snowy roads — it 
brings out the full potential of Twin Motor 4WD without compromising safety, 
comfort or fuel efficiency. When desired, you can press the 4WD LOCK button 
to simulate locking of a center differential and optimally distribute torque to all 
four wheels for improved traction and stability.

Model shown with optional equipment / Orient Red Metallic [P26]

Note: Equipment may vary by market. Please consult your local Mitsubishi Motors dealer/distributor for details.



Model shown with optional equipment / Quartz Brown Metallic [C06]

EASY CHARGING AT HOME AND WHILE TRAVELING

Simply connect the OUTLANDER PHEV with a power outlet at home 
to charge the drive battery. You can charge while sleeping in around 
five hours* with the onboard charger and charging cable. Or use the 
quick charger to charge in as little as 25 minutes (up to 80% capacity) at 
commercial charging facilities. Charging status is conveniently displayed on 
the instrument panel.
* With 230V/10A electric power supply. 6.5 hours with 230V/8A electric power supply.

Quick charging
When traveling, use the quick 
charger to save time.

Regular charging
Conveniently charge at home.

TOMORROW’S 
EFFICIENCY 
TODAY
The innovative Plug-in Hybrid EV 
system is remarkably eco efficient. 
Enjoy zero fuel consumption and 
zero CO2 emissions during all-electric 
driving as well as an incredibly 
quiet ride. Or enter a hybrid mode 
to travel even greater distances with 
low emissions and impressive fuel 
efficiency. You can even generate 
electricity as you drive to enjoy vast 
stretches of wilderness with total 
confidence.

5 6

Automatically selected drive modes

EV Drive Mode: Electric power only
The motors power the vehicle using electricity from the battery, resulting in 
zero fuel consumption and zero CO2 emissions. This drive mode is quiet, 
clean and powerful. Maximum speed is 120 km/h.

ELECTRIC DRIVING

Parallel Hybrid Mode: Engine power + motor assistance
The engine powers the vehicle (at high speeds, etc. when engine efficiency 
is high) with assistance from the motors when extra power is required.

Series Hybrid Mode: Electric power + engine assistance
The motors power the vehicle using engine-generated electricity. The 
engine generates electricity when the battery level is low and to increase 
power when accelerating rapidly or climbing hills.

HYBRID DRIVING

Engine

Generator

Drive battery

Front motor

Rear motor

Rear: Motor drive Front: Motor drive

Engine

Generator

Drive battery

Rear: Motor drive Front: Motor drive

Front motor

Rear motor

Engine generates electricity

Engine

Generator

Drive battery

Front motor

Rear motor

Rear: Motor drive Front: Engine drive

Surplus power charges the battery

Note: Equipment may vary by market. Please consult your local Mitsubishi Motors dealer/distributor for details.



SPACIOUS COMFORT
AND NEW REFINEMENT
Enter an oasis of comfort and refinement where driving pleasure is 
enhanced by generous legroom, new luxurious amenities and a 
supremely quiet ride. The seats are meticulously finished with high 
quality material and the rear seatbacks can be folded to flexibly meet 
your changing luggage needs.

Model shown with optional equipment / Black leather interior

ENERGY USAGE INDICATOR

How efficiently are you driving? The energy 
usage indicator informs you by pointing the 
needle toward the Power, Eco or Charge zone.

REGENERATIVE BRAKING 
LEVEL SELECTOR 
(PADDLE TYPE)

Located on the steering wheel, 
the convenient regenerative 
braking level selector lets you 
easily adjust regenerative braking 
strength to any of six settings*.
* Except when Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) 

is active.

ECO Mode Control
Press for more energy-efficient use of the motors, 
engine and air conditioning.

ECO Score
Indicates the eco-friendliness of your driving. 
The more green leaves, the better.

CHARGE AND SAVE

Control over battery usage is at your 
fingertip command. Press CHRG to charge 
the battery via engine. Press SAVE, then 
the engine starts to maintain the remaining 
drive battery level.

7 8

EV Switch
Press the EV switch to enter the EV Priority 
Mode and help prevent the engine from starting*. 
It allows you to manually select all-electric driving 
via Twin Motor 4WD for zero fuel consumption 
and a quiet ride without engine noise.
* Please see the owner’s manual for details.

Note: Equipment may vary by market. Please consult your local Mitsubishi Motors dealer/distributor for details.
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No vehicle in front

Your selected speed is maintained even if you 
remove your foot from the accelerator pedal.

Vehicle in front

Your selected distance between vehicles is 
maintained.

Vehicle in front (slowing/stopping)

When the vehicle in front slows or stops, 
ACC slows or stops your vehicle.

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACC)

Maintains a selected distance between your vehicle and 
the car ahead via radar for greater safety and peace of 
mind. It reduces driver stress especially during traffic jams 
on highways.

FORWARD COLLISION MITIGATION SYSTEM (FCM)

Helps prevent a frontal collision or reduce damage if the 
collision becomes unavoidable. Responds to vehicles and 
pedestrians via camera and laser radar.

Danger of collision

Warning + braking assistance

High danger of collision

Warning + auto braking

Extremely high danger of collision

Warning + strong auto braking

Note:
The detection and control capabilities of FCM and ACC are supplemental only. Please drive safely and never rely solely on these functions while driving. 
FCM and ACC may not be activated in some situations. Please read the owner’s manual carefully and be aware of these limitations. 
FCM and ACC operate when a vehicle is in front of your vehicle. FCM is also designed to detect pedestrians, but may not detect them or be activated in some situations. Auto braking is activated for a car 
ahead when your vehicle is traveling at a speed of approx. 5km/h to 80km/h and for a pedestrian ahead at approx. 5km/h to 65km/h. Since FCM has no function to maintain braking, the brake is released 
approximately 2 seconds after stopping. To prevent the vehicle from rolling thereafter, the driver may have to hold the brake pedal down. In some cases, FCM may not function if the driver takes actions for 
accident avoidance through steering or acceleration operation.
ACC may not correctly detect the actual situation depending on the type of vehicle in front and its conditions, the weather conditions, and the road conditions. Additionally, the system may be unable to 
decelerate suffi ciently if the vehicle in front applies the brakes suddenly or another vehicle cuts into your path, so your vehicle approaches the front vehicle. If you have any questions, please consult your 
local Mitsubishi Motors dealer/distributor for details.

High-beam Low-beam

AUTOMATIC HIGH-BEAM

To increase safety, comfort and driving ease at night, the high beams 
automatically switch to low beams when vehicles are detected ahead 
and automatically switch back to high beams so you don’t have 
to remove your hand from the steering wheel to switch the beams 
manually. 

Note: Equipment may vary by market. Please consult your local Mitsubishi Motors dealer/distributor for details.

TECHNOLOGY FOR ALL AROUND SAFETY
Advanced safety technology supports safer, more confident driving — on the road and in parking lots, day and night. 
From intelligent sensors that track your surroundings and warn you of danger to active driving assistance and solid 
passive protection, the OUTLANDER PHEV delivers all around high levels of safety. 

ACC indication on 
multi-information display

INTELLIGENT FEATURES SUPPORT SAFER DRIVING

BLIND SPOT WARNING (BSW)

This safety feature uses radar sensors in the rear bumper to detect vehicles in your rear blind spots, on the right and left sides. 
An indicator appears in the door mirror when BSW is active and the turn signals are off. When a vehicle is detected and the turn 
signals are on, an indicator blinks in the door mirror on that side.
Note:
The detection and control capabilities of Blind Spot Warning (BSW) are supplemental only and do not warn you of vehicles in blind 
spots in every situation. Please do not rely solely on this system while driving. 
Blind Spot Warning may not operate normally in some cases, depending on traffi c, weather, road surface conditions and the 
presence of obstructions. Drivers are fully responsible for their own safe driving. The radar wave graphics are used for illustrative 
purposes only and do not represent the actual sensor application. Please see the owner’s manual for additional information.
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REAR CROSS TRAFFIC ALERT (RCTA)

An indicator appears in the combination meter display when RCTA 
is active. If radar sensors in the rear bumper detect an approaching 
vehicle nearby while reverse gear is engaged, a warning message 
appears in the multi-information display, a buzzer sounds and an 
indicator blinks in both door mirrors.
Note: Do not rely solely on this system, which may not detect all moving vehicles in certain 
conditions. Drivers are fully responsible for their own safe driving.
The radar wave graphics are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual 
sensor application. Please see the owner’s manual for additional information.

Note: Equipment may vary by market. Please consult your local Mitsubishi Motors dealer/distributor for details.

Image of airbag deployment

7 SRS AIRBAGS

Front airbags, side airbags, curtain airbags and a driver’s knee airbag help protect you and 
your passengers in the event of a collision.
Note:
Airbags are part of a Supplemental Restraint System (SRS). To decrease the risk of injury from a deploying airbag, 
always wear your seat belt, sit upright in the middle of the seat and do not lean against the door. Always place children 
12 and under in the rear seat and use appropriate child restraints. Never place a rear-facing infant restraint in the front 
seat. Please see the owner’s manual and the instructions provided with your child restraint for additional information.

MULTI AROUND MONITOR

The views from cameras mounted on the front, rear and sides of the vehicle 
(including a bird’s-eye view) can be displayed in various combinations to 
reveal what is in blind spots and help you park more safely. 

RISE BODY

Collision safety performance is significantly enhanced by Mitsubishi Motors’ 
RISE (Reinforced Impact Safety Evolution) body, which efficiently absorbs 
energy and maintains high cabin integrity in the event of a collision. 

AUTO DIMMING REAR VIEW MIRROR

This mirror automatically reduces glare from the 
headlights of cars behind you to maintain a clear 
rear view and support safer driving.

Without 
Hill Start Assist

With 
Hill Start Assist

HILL START ASSIST (HSA)

When starting on a steep slope, HSA helps prevent you from rolling 
backwards while you release the brake by maintaining the braking force 
for up to two seconds until the accelerator is applied.

ACTIVE STABILITY CONTROL (ASC)

If wheels lose their grip on slippery surfaces or while turning, ASC 
automatically adjusts engine output and applies braking force at the 
appropriate wheels to help maintain control and prevent skidding.

Motor output control activates: 
- When driving at very low speeds (not in N or P position)
- When obstacle/vehicle is within a short distance
- When accelerator pedal is pushed hard or abruptly 
- When driver is not turning to avoid obstacle/vehicle 

ULTRASONIC MISACCELERATION 
MITIGATION SYSTEM (UMS)

To help prevent collisions while parking, 
a buzzer sounds and a warning displays 
if front or rear sensors detect a nearby 
obstacle. Motor output is also controlled if 
you suddenly accelerate by accident.

Right 
camera

Left 
camera

Front camera

Rear camera

Note:
The detection and control capabilities of Ultrasonic misacceleration Mitigation System (UMS) are supplemental only and do not prevent misacceleration in every situation. Please drive safely and do not rely 
solely on this system while driving. To prevent the motor output control provided by UMS from causing an impediment during normal driving in rough-road driving conditions, the system automatically 
de-activates and indicates UMS OFF in the meter cluster when the FCM function is OFF or the ASC function is OFF. No function completely stops the vehicle via the automatic braking. The vehicle may 
creep forward or backward even when motor output is regulated. The sensing system may not work for netlike and sharp-edged obstructions that do not suffi ciently refl ect ultrasonic sound. UMS does not 
include a function which keeps the vehicle stationary. The driver is responsible for stopping the vehicle by pressing the brake pedal as required by the driving conditions. The ultrasonic sensor wave graphics 
are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the actual sensor application. Please see the owner’s manual for additional information.

Note:
The control capabilities of ASC are supplemental only. Please drive safely and never rely solely on 
these functions while driving. Be sure to use the same specifi ed type and size of tires on all 4 wheels. 
Do not install any aftermarket limited slip differential on your vehicle. Please see the owner’s manual 
for additional information.

Note:
Hill Start Assist (HSA) is not a substitute for safe driving. Never rely solely on this function while 
driving on steep roads. Your vehicle may move backwards if the brake pedal is heavily loaded, or 
if the road is very steep or slippery. This function is not designed to keep the vehicle stopped in 
place on uphill slopes for more than 2 seconds. Do not rely on this function to maintain a stopped 
position as an alternative to depressing the brake pedal. Please see the owner’s manual for 
additional information.

SOLID SAFETY MEASURES

SAFETY ADVANCES SUPPORT 
CONFIDENT PARKING

Rear view + Bird’s-eye view

Alarm and 
display warning

Without ASC (skidding front wheels)

Without ASC (skidding rear wheels)
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FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

ROCKFORD FOSGATE®

PREMIUM SOUND SYSTEM

Savor the stunning sound quality of a new audio system jointly developed with the Rockford 
Corporation. Nine speakers surround you with spectacular DTS Neural Surround™ sound.
Note: Rockford Fosgate® and associated logos are registered trademarks of Rockford Corporation in the United States and other 
countries.
DTS Neural Surround™ is a trademark of DTS, Inc.

ELECTRIC TAILGATE

The tailgate can be opened and closed 
automatically from a switch located near the 
driver’s seat.

ELECTRIC PARKING BRAKE WITH 
BRAKE AUTO HOLD

The parking brake on the floor console is easy to 
operate via stylish switch. Simply pull the switch 
up to apply the parking brake or push the switch 
down to release it. While stopping at a stoplight, 
Brake Auto Hold keeps the vehicle stationary even 
if you release your foot from the brake pedal. 
Pressing the accelerator releases the brakes.

CHARGING CABLE STORAGE

A storage space beneath the rear luggage area 
floor is ideal for conveniently storing the charging 
cable.

KEYLESS OPERATION SYSTEM (KOS)

When carrying the key, you can press a button on 
the outside of the front doors or tailgate to lock or 
unlock all the doors and tailgate, and press the 
power switch in the cockpit to start the Plug-in 
Hybrid EV System.

SPECIAL PHEV DISPLAY FUNCTIONS

The Multi-information Display shows various PHEV display functions 
including the driving range indicator, EV Drive ratio indicator and energy 
flow indicator.

MITSUBISHI REMOTE CONTROL

For convenience, use your smartphone to remotely control the charging 
timer, reschedule charging for late at night when electricity fees are low, 
monitor the remaining charge time and more. The Mitsubishi Remote 
Control app also enables immediate or timer activation of cabin cooling or 
heating.
Note: The vehicle and smartphone have to be interconnected within a Wi-Fi area. 
Some smartphones may not be supported.
The cooling function can only be operated remotely in models without the electric heater. 
Pre-heating requires the electric heater.

BLUETOOTH® HANDS-FREE KIT

Keep in touch while keeping safely in control 
with the hands-free kit. Link your Bluetooth® –
compatible mobile phone, and the voice-activated 
dialer lets you make calls while holding the wheel.
Note: The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered 
trademarks owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of 
such marks by MITSUBISHI MOTORS CORPORATION is under 
license.

Electric heater

Water pump Water valve

EngineHeater core

ELECTRIC HEATER

The electric heater uses the electric water pump to circulate hot water and 
warm the cabin even if the engine isn’t running, such as during EV driving. 
So you can run it early in the morning or late at night without bothering the 
neighbors. In extremely cold weather, the electric heater can also be used 
to supplement heat generated by the engine.

Timed 
charging

Vehicle 
information/ 
Vehicle 
operation

Timed air 
conditioning

LED FOOT LAMPS

The foot lamps for the driver and passenger operate while the door is open.

DISPLAY AUDIO
Controlling the audio system is easy on the 6.1-inch QVGA touch-panel display, which can also display the 
views from the multi around monitor or the rear view camera.

REAR VIEW MONITOR / CAMERA
The monitor displays lines showing the 
approximate course of the car as well as a 
view behind the car.

COLOR LCD DISPLAY
Presents information at high resolution 
for easy reading.

USB PORT & 12V POWER OUTLETS
These amenities are conveniently located 
within the center floor console, allowing easy 
access once you open the lid.

Driving range indicator EV Drive ratio indicator Energy flow indicator

3.5cm soft dome tweeter

16cm polypropylene cone 
speaker

16cm polypropylene coaxial 
2-way speaker

25cm subwoofer

710W 8-channel high-power 
amplifi er

1

2

3

4

5

1 1

2 2

3 3

4

5

Note: Equipment may vary by market. Please consult your local Mitsubishi Motors dealer/distributor for details.

Power switchKeyless operation key



 * Functional material that does not feel too hot or cold in weather temperature extremes.
**  Leather seats include synthetic leather on the sides, rear and head restraint (also on rear center armrest sides, door armrests and door trim).

EXTERIOR COLOR

SEAT MATERIAL

Orient Red Metallic (P26)

White Pearl (W13)

White Solid (W37)

Black Pearl (X42)

Ruby Black Pearl (X40)

Quartz Brown Metallic (C06)

Titanium Gray Metallic (U17)

Cool Silver Metallic (A31)
NEW COLOR

Comfort Tech (C-TEC)* Black leather** Dark brown leather**

15 16

Seats Basic color Black Black Dark Brown

Material Comfort Tech (C-TEC) Leather Leather

Exterior Color Availability

Cool Silver Metallic A31 ■ ■ ■
Orient Red Metallic P26 ■ ■ ■
Ruby Black Pearl X40 ■ ■ ■
Quartz Brown Metallic C06 ■ ■ ■
Black Pearl X42 ■ ■ ■
Titanium Gray Metallic U17 ■ ■ ■
White Pearl W13 ■ ■ ■
White Solid W37 ■ ■ ■

Note: Equipment may vary by market. Please consult your local Mitsubishi Motors dealer/distributor for details.

EQUIPMENT LEVEL

Standard:
• Active Stability Control (ASC) with Traction Control (TCL) 

system
• Super All Wheel Control (S-AWC) 
• Driver’s and front passenger’s SRS airbags, side airbags 

& curtain airbags for 1st and 2nd rows
• Driver’s SRS knee airbag
• Acoustic Vehicle Alerting System (AVAS)
• 225/55R18 tires and 18” x 7.0J alloy wheels
• Color-keyed door mirrors and side turn lamps, 

electronically controlled with folding function
• EV switch
• Four-spoke leather wrapped steering wheel
• Black stream print accent panel and door trim panels
• Quick charger 
• Cruise control (including steering wheel remote control 

switches)
• Color liquid crystal multi-information display with

ECO score indicator + washer fluid level warning lamp
• Keyless Operation System (KOS) with two Keyless 

Operation Keys and power switch
• Dual-zone automatic climate control air conditioning 

system
• AM/FM radio, CD/MP3 player and 6 speakers and USB 

port (inside console box, single port type)
• Fully-flat function for 1st and 2nd rows
• 2nd row seats: Independent seat reclining function

(60:40 split)
• Shark fin antenna

Optional, shown:
• Blind Spot Warning (BSW) with Lane Change Assist
• Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
• Forward Collision Mitigation (FCM) system
• Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system 
• Automatic high-beam
• Multi Around Monitor
• Ultrasonic misacceleration Mitigation System (UMS)
• Chrome beltline moldings
• Outer door handles (chrome)
• Silver roof rails
• Anti-trapping electronically controlled sunroof with 

sunshade (tilt and sliding) 
• Steering wheel camera switch
• Auto dimming rear view mirror
• Tonneau cover
• Electric tailgate
• Privacy glass (rear door, quarter window, tailgate)
• Mitsubishi Remote Control with timed-charging 

cancellation switch
• Display audio with Rockford Fosgate® 710W 

premium sound system, AM/FM radio, CD/MP3 
player, 9 speakers, USB port (inside console box, 
single port type) and rear view monitor/camera

• Link system (Bluetooth® hands-free system with 
voice control)

Key features

Note: Rockford Fosgate® and associated logos are 
registered trademarks of Rockford Corporation in the 
United States and other countries.
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered 
trademarks owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and 
any use of such marks by MITSUBISHI MOTORS 
CORPORATION is under license.

• Front and rear leather seats (8-way power 
adjustable driver’s seat, front seat heaters, 
driver’s and front passenger’s seatback 
pockets)

• LED headlamps with auto leveling
• LED front fog lamps with chrome ring
• Rear fog lamp (driver’s side)

EXTERIOR COLOR AND SEAT MATERIAL

Note: Colors shown may differ slightly from actual colors due to the printing process. Please consult your local Mitsubishi Motors dealer/distributor concerning actual colors.

■ Available



17 18Note: Equipment may vary by market. Please consult your local Mitsubishi Motors dealer/distributor for details.

STANDARD AND OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
■ Standard     □ Optional 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Wheel drive 4WD

Engine 2.0L
Seating 5
Steering LHD RHD
Model code GG2WXDHHZL GG2WXDHHZR 
Engine
Type 2.0-liter 16-valve DOHC MIVEC
Total displacement cc 1,998
Injection system ECI-MULTI (Electronic Controlled Injection)
Emission level EURO-5/EURO-2
Max. output (EEC net) kW (PS)/rpm 87 (118)/4,500
Max. torque (EEC net) Nm (kg-m)/rpm 186 (19.0)/4,500
Fuel System
Fuel type Unleaded (RON90 and over)
Fuel tank capacity liter 45
Battery & Motors
Battery

Type Lithium-ion
Total voltage v 300
Capacity kWh 12

Front motor (S61)
Max output kW (PS) 60 (82)
Torque Nm (kg-m) 137 (14.0)

Rear motor (Y61)
Max output kW (PS) 60 (82)
Torque Nm (kg-m) 195 (19.9)

Charging time
Regular hour (approx.)  5*
Quick min. (approx.) 25 (up to 80% capacity)

Performance**
Towing capacity (with brake) kg 1,500
Transaxles
Total gear ratio

Front Engine 3.425
Motor 9.663

Rear Motor 7.065
Suspensions
Front MacPherson strut with stabilizer bar
Rear Multi link trailing arm with stabilizer bar
Brakes
Front Ventilated disc brakes (2-pot)
Rear Solid disc brakes
Steering
Type Rack and pinion (electric power assisted)
Loads
Curb weight kg 1,845
Gross vehicle weight kg 2,340
Luggage room volume liter 463
Tires and Wheels
Tires (front and rear) Standard 225/55R18

Safety and Security Front ventilated disc brakes ■
Rear disc brakes ■
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electric Brake-force Distribution (EBD) ■
Brake assist (BA) system ■
Brake override system ■
Hill Start Assist (HSA) system ■
Active Stability Control (ASC) with Traction Control (TCL) system ■
Super All Wheel Control (S-AWC) ■
Front 3-point ELR seatbelt with force-limiter and pretensioner (single pretensioner) ■
Driver’s and front passenger’s SRS front airbags (with cut-off switch for front passenger) ■
Driver’s and front passenger’s SRS side airbags ■
SRS curtain airbags for 1st and 2nd rows ■
Driver’s SRS knee airbag ■
ISO-FIX child restraint seat anchor x 2 ■
Reinforced Impact Safety Evolution (RISE) ■
Blind Spot Warning (BSW) with Lane Change Assist □
Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) □
Forward Collision Mitigation (FCM) system □
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system □
Automatic high-beam □
Multi Around Monitor □
Ultrasonic misacceleration Mitigation System (UMS) □
Corner sensors □
Acoustic Vehicle Alerting System (AVAS) ■
Immobilizer ■

Exterior 225/55R18 tires and 18” x 7.0J alloy wheels ■
Chrome beltline moldings □
Outer door handles (chrome) □
Color-keyed door mirrors and side turn lamps, electronically controlled with folding function ■
High regenerative brake stop signal ■
Silver roof rails □
Anti-trapping electronically controlled sunroof with sunshade (tilt and sliding) □
Rear mudguards □

Interior EV switch ■
Soft upper surface of instrument panel and front door trims ■
Four-spoke leather wrapped steering wheel ■
Tilt and telescopic-adjustable steering column ■
Joystick-type shift knob ■
4WD LOCK button on floor console ■
Charge mode switch ■
Save mode switch ■
ECO mode switch ■
Steering wheel camera switch □
Black stream print accent panel and door trim panels ■
Center armrest with 2 integrated cupholders ■
Driver’s and front passenger’s sunvisor with vanity mirror, lid and ticket holder with light illumination ■
Auto dimming rear view mirror □
Sunglass pocket □
Bottle holders in door trim x 4 ■
Accessory 12V sockets in center console and rear quarter trim panel ■
Tonneau cover □
Luggage floor box ■
Hooks for luggage net x 4 ■
Retractable assist grip x 4 ■

Interior Lighting Front room lamp with map lamp / Rear room lamp / Luggage room lamp ■
Console down light ■
Foot lamps (driver and front passenger) and console illumination ■
Glove box illumination ■

Comfort Electric power steering ■
Electric Parking Brake ■
Brake Auto Hold ■
Regular charger with regular charging cable (Mode 2) ■
Quick charger ■
Regenerative braking level selector (paddle type) ■
Mitsubishi Remote Control with timed-charging cancellation switch □
Energy flow indicator ■
Cruise control (including steering wheel remote control switches) ■
Audio control (including steering wheel remote control switches) ■
High contrast back-lit meters and gauges ■
Color liquid crystal multi-information display with ECO score indicator + washer fluid level warning lamp ■
Keyless Operation System (KOS) with two Keyless Operation Keys and power switch ■
Power windows with anti-trapping and auto up and down for driver's seat ■
Dual-zone automatic climate control air conditioning system ■
Electric heater □
Rear heater vents ■
Rain sensor ■
Auto light control ■
Electric tailgate □

Audio and 
Communication

AM/FM radio, CD/MP3 player and 6 speakers and USB port (inside console box, single port type) ■
Audio less □
Display audio with AM/FM radio, CD/MP3 player, 6 speakers, USB port (inside console box, single port type) and rear view monitor/camera □
Display audio with Rockford Fosgate® 710W premium sound system, AM/FM radio, CD/MP3 player, 9 speakers, USB port (inside console box, single port type) and 
rear view monitor/camera □

Link system (Bluetooth® hands-free system with voice control) □
Shark fin antenna ■

Seats Comfort Tech (C-TEC) seats ■
Front and rear leather seats (8-way power adjustable driver’s seat, front seat heaters, driver’s and front passenger’s seatback pockets)* □
Front seats: Height adjustable driver’s seat ■
Fully-flat function for 1st and 2nd rows ■
2nd row seats: Independent seat reclining function (60:40 split) ■

Lighting and 
Visibility

Privacy glass (rear door, quarter window, tailgate) □
Halogen headlamps with manual leveling ■
LED headlamps with auto leveling □
Headlamp washers (pop-up type) ■
Halogen front fog lamps with chrome ring ■
LED front fog lamps with chrome ring □
LED Daytime Running Lamps (DRL) ■
Front wipers with flat-blade and washers (2-speed / variable intermittent) ■
Rear intermittent wiper and washer ■
Rear fog lamp (driver’s side) □

 *  With 230V/10A electric power supply. 6.5 hours with 230V/8A electric power supply.
 **  Measured by MITSUBISHI MOTORS CORPORATION. Actual performance may vary in some cases.

* Leather seats include synthetic leather on the sides, rear and head restraint (also on rear center armrest sides, door armrests and door trim).
Note: Rockford Fosgate® and associated logos are registered trademarks of Rockford Corporation in the United States and other countries.
 The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by MITSUBISHI MOTORS CORPORATION is under license.


